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Guthrie McNeely
Hospital Patient

Glen Sims Is Transferred
To Todd;Here Since 1958

Vol. LXXXX1 No. 128
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Jesse Stuart was the speaker at the commencement exercises
at Murray State College.
The Murray State College Board of Regents voted today to permit
MSC President Ralph Woods to-award the $.683,000 Of bonds for a
new men's dormitory. The new dormitory will be named James H.
Richmond Hall.
Pictured are the firemen attending the annual Fireman's Training School held here in Murray.
The annual homecoming will be held at the Coles Camp Ground
Methodist Church the first Sunday in June.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Thy throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever: the scepter of thy
dngdom is a right scepter.-Psalm 45:6.
Man's kingdom
will perish, only God's kingdom will reign
lama'.

20 Years

A90

Today

LEDGER a TIMES PRA

Deaths reported are Mrs. Lee Donelson of Dexter, age 55,
and Mrs. Lillie Lassiter, age 72, who died at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sealed bids for a sewerage holding tank will be received by the
City of Murray until June 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Workman of Detroit, Mich., are the
parents of a son, Ronald Clayton, born May 16.
The 60th anniversary celebration of the WOW Camps of Calloway
County will be held June 6 on the west side of the court house
square.

30YearsAgoThis Week
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Deaths reported this week include Mrs. Pauline Moore Raspberry, age 26, Cason Maddox, age 45, Benjamin McBride
"Mac"
Boyd, age 74, Jim Frank Myers, R. T. Douglas, age 60,
A. G.
Cunningham, age 86, Mrs. Lenora Morris Beasley, age 76,
and
T. A. Thomas, age 71.
Chief of Police Burman Parker warned Murray
dog owners
today to keep their animals up until the local mad
dog scare is
over, or else run the risk of the City Department killing
them.
Births reported include a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Dillon Thorntoe and a son to Mr. and Mrs. Kirby I3ucy,
June 9 will be "Open House Day" at the
Kentucky Dam. Between the hours of 10 a.m. to four p.m, the entire
construction
area will be open to the public.

TOKEN fiecCioNmON- The New York subway token
buyer
can't seem to believe his eyes as the fair lady
cashier turns
'out to be Patrolman Pat Caporrino of the
Transit Police.
Many of the Transit Police are decking
themselves out as
women to thwart armed robberies of token
booths.
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SEEN & HEARD . . ., Cost

Ellis Sells Farm
For $347,500

(Continued From Page l)

Of Accidents Locally
Reported Over $3 Million

for sending us the poem by
follow.
Edwin Markham "How the (Special to the Ledger II Times) occurred. They do not include,
The moon is between its last
Great Guest Came". Mrs. Jones' NEW YORK, May 90 - From however, local accidents involvquarter and new phase.
father was D. J. Miller, a think- the standpoint of safety, it Is ing non-residents.
1M.6
consisting
land,
cot
Hutson
The morning stars are One of the largest farm real
ing man with an eye for beauty much better to be living in CalCalloway County's scold"
estate deals ever transacted in acres.
Mercury and Saturn.
in word, song and nature.
toll, in terms of population,
1988,
the
Ellin,
30,
On
April
most
than
in
County
loway
place
County
last
took
Henry
The evening stars are Venus
was at the rate of 84 fatalities
week when Mr. and Mrs. Herman completed their purchases when It's too long to run Mrs. Jones, places in the East South CenMars and Jupiter.
100,000 people.
per
Mrs.
from
Mr.
and
bought
tral
States.
the
K. Ellis sold 1,712 acres of farmbut here's the final stanza. MayOn this day in history.
was lower than the rate reIt
-acre
Stewart
average
a
local
863
resithe
For
C.
Raph
In 1431 Joan of Arc was land in the northesast part of the Stewart tract, a 96-acre E. J. be folks can get the general dent, life appears to be less ha- ported for the rest of the East
Walter
Mrs.
and
Mr.
county
to
stanza.
this
one
from
idea
Rouen,
stake
in
burned at the
zardous. The chances of becom- South Central States, 71 pet
Hutson tract and the 95-acre
France, at the age of 19. She Hastings of Newbern, Tenn., for
tract.
ing involved in an accident - 100,000.
Clayton
Tolley
$347,500.
the
down
day
in
went
"The
been found guilty of
had
It was better, also, than the
fatal
or otherwise - are not as
live
in
The Ellises, who
crimson west,
socrery.
State of Kentucky rats, of 67
sc.
elsewhere,
are
as
they
great
And with it the hope of the
In 1937 ten persons were Murray, began acquiring the
cording to government statistics. per 100,000.
blessed Guest,
killed and 90 wounded in a huge Henry County acreage in
The magnitude of the proConrad
And
as
they'd&
sighed
-The local occident record is blem is evident from figures
purchased
they
1964
when
June
and
battle between police
of
those
turned
with
gray;
along
reflected,
heirs
owned
240-acre
by
farm
the
strikers at the Republic Steel
compiled by the National Safety
"Why is it, Lord, that your feat other communities across the
of the late Mrs. John H. Arnett.
Corporation in south Chicago.
Council. They show that 116,000
delay?
statlatest
country,
vital
in
the
In 1964 A.J. Foyt won the During the next two years they
Americans died as a result of
Did You forget that this was istics survey by the U.S. Publlc
Indianapolis 500-mile auto race purchased four other adjacent
accidents in the past year.
the day?"
Health Service. The surveys are
In which drivers Eddie Sachs farms and wound up with 1,712
The overall cost of accidents
Then soft in the silence a Voice made on an annual basis.
and Dave McDonald were killed
in 1969, counting medical exbe heard;
particuare
of
findings
The
In a crash on the second lap. acres, most of which is under
"Lift up your heart, for I kept lar importance at this time be- penses, lost wages, property
In 1968 the Czech Central cultivation. The Ellises have
damage and the like, is esticause of the approach of the
Committee ousted former Pres- cleared and vastly improved the
the council at $23.5
Thiny
fle:vo
times
rd. I Caine 40 your holiday season with its usually mated by
ident Antonin Novotny, starting farm properties they purchased,
billion.
By Dee Giatudni
friendly door;
high toll, both on the highway Calloway County's share of
move toward liberation for d the major crops produced
Three times my shadow was and in the home.
Staff Writer
ommunist ruled Czechoslova- have been corn, soybeans,
this cost, based upon the averon your floor.
The report shows a total of
The attempt was later tobacco and whell$•____was the beggar with bruised 15 fatal accidents in -Stir year age amount per accident, comes
FRANKFORT, Ky. - "United
to approximately $3,030,000.
mashed by Soviet troops.
The first farm purchased by We Stand, Divided We Fall" was
among residents of Cafloway
--was the woman you gave to County. Motor vehicles were rethe Mies was conveyed to them the timely motto chosen by the
A thought for the dayby Mrs. Mary Frances Melton Kentucky General Assembly Dec. eat;
sponsible for 9 of them.
French actor Jean Baptiste
was the child on the home- And this is only part of the
and Robert E. Arnett on June 29, 20, 1792, as the inscriptionof the
woman
less
Moliere
street!"
said: "A
1964. The 240 acres in this tract Great Seal of the Bluegrass State.
toll, the National Safety Counalways has her revenge ready." was known as the Arnett Tract,
But it was not until 126 years
cil points out. It estimates that,
for every fatal accident, there
and it was first owned by John J. later that the seal took its place
are nearly 100 others of a disEdmonds, great grandfather of at the heart of the state flag.
abling nature that do not result
the late Mrs. John H. Arnett. A look at the history of the flag
in death.
Edmonds acquired the land from reveals some surprising things.
The flag itself was not authorThe figures in the survey
the State of Tennessee in a land
take into account accidents of
1
2 ized by the General Assembly
grant in 1849, at a cost of 12/
all sorts that affected local peountil March 26, 1918. The statute
cents an acre.
ple, wherever they may have
Miss Patricia Ann Parker, On Aug. 10, 1965, the Ellises creating the flag said, "The offiWINSTON SALEM, N. C.
bride-elect of Loren Green, was bought the adjoining F. L. Buey cial state flag of the Common- (UPI)- The R. J. Reynolds Tohonored with a delightfully farm, of 149.5 acres. On Oct. 4, wealth of Kentucky shall be of bacco Co., following the lead of
planned bridal tea held at the 1965, they bought 102.5 acres from navy blue silk or bunting, svSti other major cigarette manufacspacious home of Mrs. Charles Peyton Nance, and on Oct. 11 the the seal of the Commonwealth tures, Friday announced a price
B. Ryan, Glendale Road, on Sat- same year bought the R. M. of Kentucky encircled by a wrea- increase.
th of goldrenrod embroidered,
(Cor.Enutto From Page it
urday, May 23, from two-thirty
printed or stamped on the center
•
to four-thirty in the afternoon.
Effective immediately, wholethereof. The dimensions of the salers will have to pay $10.25 Murray Utuventity School P. T.
The gracious hostesses f o r
flag shall vary."
this bridal occasion were Mesper thousand instead of $9.80 A. $60, Beth Garrm--Idurray
However no flags were made per thousand for Camels, Tem- State Alumni $260.; MutTnY Unidames James Armbruster, Joe
after the design was authorized po, Winston and Salem king aim versity School P. T. A. $50, LinCowin, James Matthai, Charles
da Jones-idurray University
until the spring of 1920.
B. Ryan, Randolph Story, and
and Doral.
School Yearbook MO.
Preparations were being made
0. C. Wells, Sr.
Saturday, May 30
Art Awards RecognitionReceiving the guests with the
A car wash, sponsored b y at the time for a military review
Winston and Salem super
Murray Woman's Club Art
honoree and her mother, Mrs. Christ Ambassadors, First As- at Camp Zachary Taylor in Lou- kings will cost $10.75 per thouShow: Cindy Steele-let Place
V. W. Parker, were Mesdames sembly of God For Youth Camp, isville. The colors of the 84th sand instead of $10.30.
Cal,"--Bever!y Acoswoodcut print in district show, "SOFT
0. C. Wells, Sr. and Charles B will be held at Slayden's Gulf, Division were to be turned over
ta, injured severely and hanCindy
Steele-LA
Place
for
weaRyan.
9th and Sycamore, from seven to Goy, Edwin P. Morrow by Maj.
Reynolds last price increase ving hanging, Jessie Outland
dicapped in an auto accident,
For the occasion the honoree a.m. to seven p.m. Cost is $1.50 Gen, Charles P. Surnmerall dur- was in May, 1960.
cuddles the kitten sent to
1st
Place
for
a
print,
Linda
chose to wear a pink silk dress per Car.
ing the review.
liumphreys-lst place for a col- her in Garden City, Mich.,
•• •
trimmed with pink lace and
A state flag was deemed aPP- : U wholesalers pass the in- lege and a
functional weaving, by the 99 men who belong to
tiny white seed pearls. The hosA two ball foursome will be ropriate for the occasion, and
the Jaycee chapter at South— crease on to consumers, it
tesses gift corsage of pink dais played at nine am, at the Cal- Governor Morrow ordered one would increase the price of cig- Mark Johnson-2nd Place in wa- ern
Michigan State Prison
ter color, Gerry Puckett-2nd
lea complimented her lovely loway County Country Orb. made.
arettes by a little more than a Place in weaving hangings, Dan- in Jackson They figure she
dress. Mrs. Parker was attired Open golf and swimming will The first official state flag penny a pack.
deserves "the full rights and
ny
Alexander-2nd Place in
In a yellow dacron dress and be held in the afternoon fol- was made by the Bryan Pleating
functional
privileges" of honorary
weaving,
Mirrism
at
supper
potluck
a
her hostesses gift corsage was lowed by
Co. of Louisville with only two
Hendon-3rd Place for weaving membership. They also sent
6:30 pm.
of white and yellow daises.
days notice. Predictably it was mmonwealth, showing a fron- hanging. Rennie Colson-3rd her toys,
painted pictures of
• ••
MO Claudia Matthai, friend
a botched job,
tiersman in a hand shake and Place in general crafts and 4th animals and clowns._ The
The Teen Town at the First
of the bride, presided at the re•
Mrs. W. B. Hoke of Louisville shoulder clasp with a statesman place in water coke, Sue Ann
"hard cell" Jaycees went
gister placed in the entrance United Methodist Church will was chairman of the committee
Story-3rd Place in graphic "soft cell" when they read
wearing a swallowtail coat.
hall on a small table overlaid not be open.
to design the flag, and Mrs.Jame That version apparently evolv- prints, and Linda Jones-3rd
•••
about her in a newspaper.
with a white linen cutwork
B. Camp actually furnished the ed from a picture chosen by Icaac Place in functional weaving.
Monday, June 1
cloth. Adorning the table was
design.
.
The Women's Society of But after the unfortunate mili- Shelby, first governor of Ken-0
a silver vase with a petite artucky, who favored a French
rangement of yellow columbine Christian Service of the First tary review, Credo Harris
was embrace. The picture showing
blossoms. Arrangements of pink United Methodist Church will charged with refining details
of two men embracing so that only
and red roses were placed at have a potluck supper in the
the flag. He gathered a committee one head is visible was painted
vantage points throughout the social hall at 6:30 p.m. Mrs.
the leading artists of Louis- by David Humphries in 1793.
Wayne Lamb will be the guest of
lovely home.
ville to help, but nothing ever
However, John Brown, first
The beautifully appointed tea speaker.
1205 Chestnut Street
came of the project.
•• •
U.S. Senator from Kentucky,said
table was overlaid with a white
The next version of the state a seal depicting two hunters was
lace cloth over a delicate yelThe Lottie Moon Group of
low cloth. In the center of the the First Baptist Church WMS flag appeared during the admin- also discussed at the time. The
table was an arrangement of will meet with Mrs. Murray istration of Gov. Flem D. Sam- present seal apparently is a comfor your Drug, Prescription
pson, It was made in 1927 or 1928 promise.
margueritta daisies and leather Turner at 7:30 p.m.
Jessie
Cox
Miss
by
(Mrs.
Joseph
•
•
•
and Sundry Needs
leaf in a hand carved India
The wreath surrounding the
brass compote vase and on
The Kathleen Jones Group of Burgess) at the request of Mrs. seal Is goldenrod in bloom,desigOpen
12:00
a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
either side were varying heights Ills First Baptist Church WMS Jouett Taylor Cannon, secretary nated the state flower by the
of matching hand carved can- will meet with Mrs_ Stanford of the Historical Society.
General Assembly in 1926. The
Miss Cox painted the seal in a upper portion of the wreath is
dle holders with yellow tapers. Andrus at 7:15 p.m.
•
•
•
of
white
satin
circle
and
appliqued
Appointments of eaystal and
!lade up of the words "Commhand-made, hand-carved, India
The Swim Team at the Oaks It to navy blue silk. The rest of onwealth of Kentucky."
imiss1100111=111111111INIF
brass and copper were used. A Country Club will begin prat:. the design was painted on the silk. All the official designs of the
THINGS ARE
The General Assembly in 1962 state flag are filed permanently
silver lined band-carved India lice at 11:30 a.m. Prabtice will
punch bowl containing green be held sach week day at that passed a law designating the ver- In the office of the secretary of
~FEN I NG .AT
punch adorned one end of the time. All elub"rmemtiers, ages sion orlhe Great Seal of the Co- state.
KAI NTUCK
table. Nuts were served in doe through 18, are urged to
TERRITORY
small silver lined copper bowls particiPate. Call Mrs. Bailey,and rosebud mints in hand. Bore for further information.
•••
carved India brass bdwls. An
assortment of dainty homeTuesday, June 2
Tired of Your Own Cooking?
baked, party cookies and olive
The executive board of the
cheese snacks were served from First United Methodist Church
Come To
hand-made copper trays made WSCS will meet at the home of
by Cattage Industry Products Mrs. John, Irvan, North 10th
from West Pakistan.
Street, at 9:30 am:
• ••
Misses Christine Kodman and
Rebecca Jo Robertson alternatleas Lillian Watters will preand Try Our
ed at presiding at the punch sent her piano pupils in 1 re
bowL
Mal at the Murray High School
* FRESH KY, LAKE CATFISH
MEMORIAL DAY WEEK-ENO • MAY 30-31st
The hostesses presented the auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
Western Town Open 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
•••
honoree with an ornate square
(Call For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
Gen. Adm. $31.50 - Child $1.00 - Under 5 Free !
silver " Chippendale" serving
The Murray-Calloway County
7 Days a Week
6 em, to 10 p.m.
Bonus Plan $3.00 Child $2.00 Under 6 Free
tray with hand applied "Rose Retired Teachers Association
Scroll" border.
will meet at the public library
- J. C GALLIMORE SQUARE DANCE EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
During the afternoon approxi- at two p.m.
•••
11:00 tll Midnight - Adm. 11.50 - Under 14 Free
mately seventy persons called
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for girls will
GRASS AMPHITHEATER • BRING A BLANKET
meet at the Masonic Hall at
MAY 31Children fikitto-isix yearn .1 seven p.m.
•••
• TUESDAY
age are in the beginning of the
The Progressive Homemakers
Shows 2:00 & 8.30 - $2.00. 8.3.00 creative ages good play tool•
'")001Oai)6•5('
)0000, '
-'1',
Kee - Under S
)00000C.C)000000000
lochs& blackboard and dustleve Club will have a dinner at the
FREE Gen. Adm. to Kaintuck Territory for May 31st
home
of
Mrs.
Robert
Hill
at
chalk, simple construction sets,
with purchase of the Del Reeves Show ticket - $1.50 val.
paints and paint books, doll seven p.m. •••
"Epic battle ofthe sexes!"-Viecent Canby, N.Y. Times
RAIN Held in North Marshall High School
houses and furniture, small
JUNE 31
The Delta Department of the
LORETTA LYNN SHOW
sports equipment such as a jump
Murray Woman's Club will have
JULY
12
rope, modelling clay.
AUG.
' 6
NY VUI
am
a potluck supper at the club
TOMMY CASH
HANK WILLIAMS, 111.
house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses
SHOW
SHOW
will be Mesdames Wilbert Out
as A/1041 BOLEYN
SEPT. 5
land, Jack Kennedy, Charles
SEPT.
5-6-7
TIC HAL WALLIS pworn unot4
LESTER FLATT
Mercer,
Ralph
MUSIC a. CRAFTS
Micuiston,
Hollywood? *
SHOW
Graves Hendon, George Over
FAIR, USA
top -asbey, and Prentice Lassiter.
LOS ANGELES (1.,Pl)-When
•••
. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
Hollywood was annexed to the
,
to'ti)(.)0i/0000(:000000( Jrt •th ii,i.../..m.+1..
,u,
The Annie Armstrong Group
f)00ACfilf ,06ritsrforiririon0000nono00000nocionocv- r
city of los Angeles in 1910, it of the First Baptist Church
r,(,r ',ono c),,nric,nry-iorn0000,
••
was noted primarily for
4 MILES SOUTHWEST OF
WMS is scheduled to meet with
iordra.dr ,/••••• •• Imirea
Lieu WIRCIA *if
choice. quiet residem es. and its Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr., at 7.30
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
- Adm. 2.IM & lOO
WW1
al
PM
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,
cliu rches.
p.m.
ON HIGHWAY $41
4)r
,,r
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FREE PARKING

KENTUCKY FLAG
EVOLVED TIIRU
STATE HISTORY

Cigarette Prices Are
Hiked; Cent A Pack

Patricia Parker Is
Honoree At Bridal
Tea At Ryan Home

Honor . .

ctot

)
cegf'

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

HAZEL CAFE

NOVO EN"

THE DRIVERS TO BI

be A LI Ft

Charlie M
Called 10(
By MILTON RIC
UPI Sports Wr

NEW YORK (UPI
Metro, the Kansas C
ger, is what others in
business call 100
baseball.
He's also 100 per
work and as near a
ever has been able to
his biggest sin is
expects his players

Insurance

Protect Gi
Cart Own(

While piloting a
round a fairway, did
suddenly see a swing,
Es your pathway...are
sure that you were
send him hurtling inb
eat sandtrep?
Or, did you ever fli
putt because you wi
henaive that your glol
be stolen, or de.stroyi
into another such vi
These things are n
the course, of course
do bappen...and whe
they caw create a Cl
model handicap...1
glofer is protected by
A hosneovrnaes lia
icy provides a backst
cartowner whose neg
sults in his slammi
golf worm peclestrir
afters financial protec
st damage caused by
ly crashing into proi
Suppose the own
is not in his motori
cart, but is whackini
hall off for a trip to
...and the disobedie
goes thataway Mateo
away and clouts a
specting person on
Again, the haneovene
policy comes to the
financial relief.
And to make his
an all-around -owed
keted-recreatioe,
owner can get insure
viate the lows if his
lot is the main at
fire, theft or coiling

KAINTUCK TERRITORY
1970 OFFICIAL OPENING

Del Reeves Show

RicittAR BuKroN,
GENEVIEVE BUJOLD

''APELUNG Carole Lockwood. secretary by day and nini.•
%k itch in the off-Broadway play "IDark of the Moon" by
night ronfleris her situation via mirror in New York after
being fired by the engineering firm of Seeige. Stevenson,
Value :old Knecht "Activity not conducive to the company's
Ito ice said Seelge, etc Nliss-Lockwood. a Purdue rniver:Oh' grail. Is from Shaker Heights, Ohio
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Martin hired
AIR FORCE ACADEMY,
COLO. (UPI): Ben Martin,
head football coach at the
Air Force Academy for the
past 12 seasons, this week
was given a new five-year
contract for an undisclosed
sum.

i . reEast
Pet,
the.,
67
prourea
fety
,000
of
ents
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23.5
of
raynes

By DAVID MOFs
UPI Sports Writer
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No Doubt How Vince Lombardi. Feels About American Flag
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW
YORK (UPI)— Vince
Lombardi has been called a lot
of things in his time and when
you strip all those things away
he emerged exactly what he is,
a traditionalist.
A traditionalist is a football
coach who believes little, if
anything, should ever get out of
the team dressing room, or to
put it another way, everything
should be left in the family

beyond the line where such an
action was permissible, Aaron
suffered a two-stroke penalty—
one he called on himself when
he realized what he had done.
"It was just habit, I guess,"
he said later. "When I realized
what I did, I was feeling pretty
sick."
Tommy actually birdied that
par-4 hole and, in the end, that
proved the difference.
Unaware that Tom Weiskopf
had caught him on the leader
board, Aaroft then made what
appeared to be another mistake
on the final hole when he played
it safe and settled for a par 5
instead of going for a birdie.

ATLANTA (UPI) — It's been
that sort of career for Tommy
Aaron, the golfer.
He finally wins his first U. S.
tournament in 10 years on the
pro tour and he has to pick the
THE DRIVERS TO SEAT at the MaY 30"IndlansPollia 509 may
one town where the name
be A. J. Foyt Jr. (left) and Marto Andretti.
Aaron makes everybody think
the headline writer is talking
about baseball instead of golf.
Although Aaron, the golfer,
grew up less than 50 miles
north of here at Gainesville,
Ga., the name instantly brings
to mind Atlanta Braves star
Hank Aaron.
And, when you throw the
By MILTON RICHMAN
much into the game as he does.
But that was the sole where
name of Tommy Aaron into a
For feeling that way he once
UPI Sports Writer
conversation around Atlanta, a Aaron's jinx apparently decided
got into a bit of a rumble while
NEW YORK (UPI)— Charlie handling the Chicago Cubs eight lot of folks think you're talking to switch to Weiskopf. That
about Hank's brother, who is al- Tommy went into the water on
Metro, the Kansas City mana- years back and just to show
so a Brave.
the final hole and Aaron had
ger, is what others in his line of you nothing really changes
But Aaron, the golfer, takes "backed" into his first U. S.
business call 100 per cent Charlie Metro is in some deep
It all in his stride. He'd rather chalnpionship.
baseball.
soup now with his Kansas City
share the glory of winning any
The victory was televised here
He's also 100 per cent hard players for pretty much the
day to standing alone when he's in Atlanta but there were a lot
work and as near as anybody same thing.
been the goat instead of the of people watching television
Deep soup doesn't exactly
ever has been able to figure out
hero.
Sunday afternoon who didn't see
his biggest sin is that he describe Metro's present plight.
Although he's made a good it.
expects his players to put as The fact is if the Royals don't
living as a pro golfer during
In keeping with the usual luck
hurry up and start winning soon
the past decade, Tommy Aaron, of Tommy Aaron, the golfer,
Charlie Metro might be in
the golfer, unfortunately has the baseball Aarons were on
much deeper soup by June 15.
another channel here at the
He might be "reassigned" to been known as:
— The playing partner who in- same time.
some other position in the
Kansas City network and the advertently jotted down a wrong
brass then might have to figure score on Roberto DeVicenzo's
card and cost the popular Arout whom they wanted as the
gentinean
a playoff shot at the
next manager, Bob Lemon or
Joe Schultz, coaching for the 1968 Masters crown;
dub now, or Jack McKeon, — The apparent winner of the
While piloting a ,golfcart a- managing the Royals' Omahas 1969 Doral Open until he carelessly grounded his club in a
round a fairway, did you ever affiliate
in
the American
hazard and the two-stroke penalsuddenly see a swinger directly Association.
in your pathway...and think for Charlie Metro, by his own ty made him come up one stroke
4
sure that you were going to admission, is a rigid dLsclipina- short;
— "The bridesmaid of the
send him hurtling into the near- rian. That is his greatest
PGA" for the fact that he had
eet sandtrap?
virtue. With the players of
COCOA, Fla. (UPI) — The
Or, did you ever flub an easy today it's also his biggest fault. nine second-place finishes and no
the
NCAA is investigating
putt because you were appre- What the whole thing boils victories to his credit.
Actually, that wasn't entirely coaching change at the Univerhensive that your sic:kart might down to is that many of the KC
true. Aaron did beat Sam Snead sity of Florida last winter in
be stolen, or destroyed, or ran players feel
Metro is "too
In a playoff last year to win the which Tennessee football coach
into another such vehicle?
tough" and if there's anything
Canadian Open but, more of Doug Dickey replaced Ray
These things are not par for
that makes 51-year-old Charlie
that Aaron jinx, it didn't count Graves, the Cocoa Today newsthe course, of course, but they
laugh—laugh sadly not
Metro
do happen. and when they do
on the official list.
paper said today in a copyhumorously, that is— it's an
they can create a crippling
Aaron finally got his first U.S. righted story.
he
accusation
that
because
like
nancial handicap...unless the
win Sunday when he captured
The newspaper said it had
glofer is protected by insurance. could gather all the Royals the Atlanta Golf Classic. But,for learned the NCAA was checkA homeowner's liability pol- around him if he wanted to tell awhile there, it looked like his ing for possible violation of the
icy provides a backstop for the them some stories about what 10-year jinx was still right there
section of the NCAA constituoartowner whose negligence re- "too tough" is really like.
at his heels.
tion that says coaches "shall defact
But
the
the
Royals
•
in his stationing into' a
Tommy had a fat three-stroke port themselves with honesty
surprisingly
finished
a
strong
golf course pedestrian. It also
lead with only five holes left to
iffers financial protection again- fourth in the American League play when some wag in the and sportsmanship at all *dines."
▪ damage caused by negligent- West last year and now are press tent noted that if anyone Graves had denied a rumored
competing for the cellar isn't
ly crashing into properety.
could figure out a way to blow coaching change before TennesSuppose the owner-chaffcur forgotten. Nor Is it easily Ant lead, Aaron would do
it. see and Florida met in the
is not in his motorized caddy- forgotten the Royals dropped 17
So what did he do?
Gatos Bowl, but shortly therecart, but is whacking his golf out of 24 before last night's
Aaron drove just off the fair- after it was announced Dickey
green
the
trip
dontest
to
with
for
a
the
Tivins.
off
b1
way at No. 14. The golfers had was taking Graves' job and
...and the disobedient golfball In Kansas City, one club
been allowed to improve their Graves would become athletic
goes thataway instead of this. says:
the Atlanta Classic be- director.
sway and clouts some unsu- "It has not reached the lies at
cause much of the fairway grass
specting person on the head critical point."
The riCAA would neither conAgain, the homeowner' liability No matter what happens, had ,died, so Tommy, without
policy comes to the fore with Charlie Metro, who is 100 per thinking much about it, walked firm nor deny the investigation,
up to his ball and picked it up as is its normal policy.
financial relief.
cent baseball, can't sae-ohe
And to make his golf game didn't go into this with his eyes to clean:it.
—Aiwa his hall_ was 10 yards
an all-eromid -easseise---4/ •
,Tve -tlf37715111eff the
Floilat President Stephen
tocted-recreation, the golf-bus Royals
home
higher 'than much.
O'Connell denied the newspaper
alleto
insurance
owner can get
Not the pressure of manag- report, and said the NCAA noranyone expected last year and
vine the loss if his links-char- then resigned to take a job in ing, Joe Gordon pointed out, but mally
notifies the president of
iot is the main attraction in the front office. He said the the pressure of having to deal
an involved institution before
fire, theft or collision.
everyday pressure was too with "the younger ballplayers," any investigation is begun.

Charlie Met ro, KC Manager,
Called 100 Per Cent Baseball

Insurance Can
Protect Golf
Cart Owners

•
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NCAA
Investigates
Doug Dickey

Btta
special get-together that includ- think there should be a concern
There are
many
things ed most of the other coaches about pollution, about Vietnam.
Lombardi considers private and here for the NFL meetings.
about
Cambodia and about
generally it is a complete waste "Yes I did," said Lombardi. poverty; I'm concerned about
of time to ask him about any of "His name was Pierson, I that, too. But when they go
these things because all you're believe, I wrote him a letter around rioting and burning
ever going to get from him if and told him how proud I was buildings they only get peoples'
You do is a chilly look and a of him and of what he dld."
backs up. They've got mine up,
cold "no comment."
too."
Worked "Damn' Hard"
But there are other things the
Like a great many other
Washington Redskins' intense people, Vince finds himself in
head coach and general mana- something of a bind these days. Bears sign
ger feel differently about, so He worked, in his own words,
2 defenders
differently in fact, that he "Damn' hard" to get through
CHICAGO (UPI): The CI*
virtually wears them on his Fordham University as a youth cago Bears, in search Of
sleeve, Or even on the lapel of and worked even harder when defensive backs. hayt
his business snit.
he got out. He became an signed two more prospect;
Wears Replica of Flag
extpaordinary success later at for the position. They are'
That's where he is wearing a Grail Bay sad Is many ways free agents Jack Erdman:
replica of the American flag his Is the typical Horatio Alger from Fresno State and Mike
Srivner from San Di ego
these days.
story
that
hardly anybody State.
There's no doubt at all how bothers reading anymore.
Vince Lombardi feels about the "How do you feel about the
American flag and in case youth of today?" somebody Ivy coaches OK
there should be he comes right asked him.
10 grid games
out and tells you.
"Look, I don't say shoot
PROVIDENCE, R. I
"I wear it proudly," he says. them," he answered. "There UPI): Ivy league football
"Did you read about that San are so many young people who coaches have voted to ask
Diego State football player and are great, but so many others their colleges to allow a 10how he protected the flag?" only care about destruction. I g a m e football schedule.
Lombardi was asked at a certainly am not for that. I They now play nine.
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For all your
Living Insurance
needs—personal
family, business
—call your Man
from Equitable:
A
4.4
.013

EDWARD J. ORSZULA
4th k Main - Murray
Ph. 753-8600 or 247-8585

THE

r

EQUITABLE

The Equ.table Lae Pessarance
Soc.ett at the Unded States
New Y.orw, N.Y.

Yourson could end up
playing at the
All-Star Gamethis year'
And Phillips 66 willtake you and his mother there to watch him
All-Star
This year Phillips 66 will send eight boys and their parents to
ball Pitch,
Game as finalists in the first annual nationwide Major League
66.
Phillips
sponsored
by
Competition,
Hit and Throw
..—ng Phillips 66
All you have to do is take him to one'of the follo‘i
stations

to register:

Age Limit: 9-12
• ROBERTS OIL CO.
• HENDON'S SERVICEviltATION
ON
.
A CHAr
•SOUTHSIDE PHIMPS 66 SERVICEST
• DU AND PHILLIPS 66 MAY CREAT E

*

NO

PURCHASE

NECESSARY

*

You may also register him at the time of the local competition
which will be at:

Elementary School
Sunday, May 31st, beginning at 2:30 p.m.
Robertson

At Phillips 66.
it s performance
that counts.

YOUR LOCAL
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH
Is Pleased To Announce

BOBBY GROGAN
Has Joined Our Staff.

4
4

BRUCE THOMAS
Manager

HELEN FOLEY
Teller
BOBBY GROGAN
Community Service Officer

HOjit
40Atai
°

*if SIO

"WHERE YOU SAVE
DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE"

Man and Wife
May Have
$100,000 Insured
ic

MURRAY BRANCH
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.

tr.

HEY, THERE'S MICKEY MANTLE—Girls, hey girls, there's
oh, what's the use. Joe Namath seems to attract all
Mickey

the female autograPh seekers as he and' Mantle open a
office in their chain of employment agencies in Wall Street.
-41.

304 E. Main

Phone 753-7921
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LED

PACIE FOUR

Farmington Route One, are the
great grandparents.
•*•
Melissa Dawn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Joel Lee is the name chosen Ramsey of Almo Route One for
fiarrell,
Philip
Mrs.
by Mr. and
their baby girl, weighing eight
110 Alumni, Hopkinsville, for pounds 94 ounces, born on
eight
weighing
their baby boy,
Wednesday, May 27, at 12:10
pounds nine ounces, born on p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
MurTuesday, May 26, at the
County Hospital.
•••••— ••••• •111
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have another daughtar
Their other children are P'ny- Debra, age four. The father
and
8,
Jana,
9,
Brent,
Bs, 11,
employed at the Murray DiViP
Bradlee, 5, The father is an ion of the Tappan Company.
e
Hopkinsvill
at
art instructor
Grandparents are Mr. atidt,
High School.
Charles Miller, North 20t&'
Mrs.
and
Grandparents are Mr.
ant.
Mr.
and
Murray,
Street,
Mrs. Alvin Harrell and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ramsey of Dextes0
Miss Jeanie Diuguid, bride.
Mrs. Holman Jones, all of Mur- Route One. Mrs. Trudie
electof David McKee, was honray.
ored at a bridal breakfast at
of Murray Route Two is a gre-at
Great grandparents are Mr.
the Holiday Inn on Wednesday
grandmother.
Mr.
and
Harrell
and Mrs. Joe
at nine-thirty o'clock in the
.me
and Mrs. J.& Cabo; allot
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Collins of
Murray.
The gracious hostesses were
Murray Route Two are the parMrs. Will Whitnell and Mrs. Ed
ents of a baby girl, Sandi Evon,
•
•
•
Kirk.
Frank
weighing six pounds six ounces,
The table was centered with
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Colson of born on Wednesday, May 27, at
magnolia and gladioli. The
Murray Route Two are the par- 9:49 p.m. at the Murray-Callohonoree was presented a corents of a baby boy, Robert Gene, way County Hospital.
sage of yellow tinted carnatweighing eight pounds three
The new father is employed
ions.
sweethearts and attendants of Murray MO
ounces, born on Tuesday, May at Emerson Electric Company,
The senior high and junior high music
to
Left
House.
Club
Woman's
a
wear
to
chose
Murray
MurrayDiuguid
the
Miss
the
26, at 9:33 a.m, at
Paris, Tenn.
School were crowntiod at the banquet held at
trousseau ensemble of yellow
Cathy Mitchell, junior high queen, Donna CarCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
right, Tonya Reeder, Ionia/ high attendant,
high attendant.
vest and skirt with a print
They have one daughter, Tam- Mrs. Freeman Wyatt of Hazel
penter, senior high queen, sad Judy Adams, senior
(Photo by Love)
blouse. Her mother, Mrs. James
my Roxane, age three. The fa- Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Diuguld, wore a red knit with
ther is a brick mason.
Edward Collins of Murray
contrasting scarf, and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvert Colson Route Two. Mrs. Inez Johnson
Watch for modern silver trim Aude McKee's dress was fuchsia.
Mr.
and
Two
of Murray Route
of Chicago;M., is a great grandon handbags, a change from the
A delicious breakfast was
and Mrs. Hughes Edwards of mother.
gold of many seasons.
Mrs.
following:
served to the
Dexter are the grandparents.
•• 0
James Diuguid, mother of the
Great grandparents are Mr
The eighth annual Made
honoree, Mrs. Ed Filbeck, patand Mrs. Henry Edwards of AlSweetheart Banquet of Murray
ernal grandmother of the homo Route One, Mrs. Fannie
High School was held on Satnoree, Mrs. Aude McKee, moScott of Dexter, and Claude
urday, May 23, at the Murray
ther-in-law to be of the honoree,
okum of Joppa, Ill. Mrs. Nora
Woman's Club House with Tim
0. Miller, Mrs. Ed
Robert
Mrs.
of Brookport, Ill., is a
Caldwell
.
toastmaster
the
as
McKee
West, Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Mrs.
eat grandmother.
Selections were rendered by
•••
Winter pears grown on the
James Lassiter, Miss Nancy Diuseveral soloists and vocal nof the United
Coast
hoPacific
the
Belote,
Jane
Miss
guid,
departvocal
sembles from the
descendants of
direct
are
States
hostesses.
of
the
Pea
and
Ronnie
noree
Mrs.
Mr. and
ment of the high schooL
d from
transplante
a
was
peartrees
gift
the
hostesses'
announce
The
Hazel Route Two
Awards were presented by
group of five various sized frambirth of a baby boy, Dana Lynn, Chins. to France.
John /3owker, choral director,
* * *
ed pictures.
weighing six pounds 15 ounce3,
to various students for outstand• • •
at
26,
May
Tuesday,
ts.
on
born
achievemen
musical
ing
Meat loaf will bake in half
Miss Mary Jean Ingold
4:06 p.m. at the Murray-CalloSpecial ncognition was given
usual time if you bake it in,a
the
including
Hospital.
County
seniors
way
to graduating
square pan in a flat layer
-inch
9
employed
is
in
father
stayed
The new
six seniors who have
Mr. and Mrs. Glen M. Ingald, Brookfield, Mo., announce
Tire and Rub- or in muffin pans instead of the
General
the
at
Mrs. Alpha Futrell of Hazel the
the music program for six years.
Geurin,
Jack
to
Jean,
Mary
engagement of their daughter.
usual loaf pan.
ber Company, Mayfield
Route Two has been dismissed son of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Geurin of Murray.
Given medals for this were In* * *
and
Mr.
are
ts
Grandparen
from the Western Baptist HosAdams, Jennie Barker, Donatand
State
The bride is a graduate of Central Missouri
Mrs. Odell Lamb of Hazel Route
pital, Paducah.
na Carpenter, Susan Hale, Deb'
Louisville.
Seminary,
Theological
Baptist
Southern
tended
•••
Two -and Mr. and Mrs. L. G.
Isle Tabers, and Tim McKee.
The groom is a graduate of Campbellville College and will
chemistry sets" dar
Pea of Farmington Route One. air rifles,
The highlight of the evening
Seminary
Theological
Baptist
Southern
the
from
graduated
be
and arrows, dan
bows
games,
of
Lamb
Tilman
the
of
Mrs.
Mr. and
was the announcement
Adrian Cloys of Murray Route In May. He is pastor of the CornishvWe Baptist Church near
toysHazel Route Two, Mr. and Mrs. gerous tools and electrical
1970 music sweethearts.
Two has been a patient at the Harrodsburg.
Drive, Mur unless used under parental super
Nash
Giles,
Hardin
Miss Debbie Jones, last year's
Graceland
the
at
15th
Western Baptist Hospital, PaAugust
The wedding is planned for
ray, and Mrs. Virginia Pea,
senior high music sweetheart
ducah.
Baptist Church, New Albany, Ind.
and presently a freshman at
Murray State University, crown.
ed the newly selected sweetheart, Miss Donna Carpenter
and presented her an
bouquet of red carnations. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. K. Carpenter and is a sen
icor.
Miss Judy Adams, senior vocal student, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William C. Adams, was
selected as senior attendant.
Miss Nancy Shanahan Robbins
She was presented a bouquet of
DIRECT FROM OUR OWN MILL ••- REGULAR *4.99 to
red and white carnations.
Miss Cathy Mitchell, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Mitchell,
Dr. and Mrs. James Steele Robbins, Jr., 608 Usher Street,
was crowned junior high music Mayfield, announce the engagement and approaching marriage
sweetheart by the 1969 junior of their daughter, Nancy Shanahan, to Joseph Owen Wilson, SOU
queen, Miss Nancy Spann. Miss of Mr. and Mrs. Shelly Owen Wilson, Jr., 1703 Johnson Blvd.,
Mitchell was given a armed Murray.
bouquet also.
Miss Robbins' maternal grandparents are the late Mr. and
Chosen as junior high attend- Mrs. Fred L. Shanahan of Battle Creek, Michigan. Her paternal
ant to Miss Mitchell was Tonya grandparents are Mrs. R. V. Byrns and the late Mr. James Steele
Reeder, eighth grade vocal stu- Robbins, Sr. of Mayfield.
dent. She also received a bouMr. Wilson's maternal grandparents are Mrs. H. Bishop
quet of flowers.
Flappolee and the late Mr. Rappolee of Smithland and Orlando,
Eighty-two persons attended Fla. His paternal grandparents are Mr. Shelly Owen Wilson, Sr.
the banquet.
and the late Mrs. Wilson of Smithland, Kentucky.
Miss Robbins is a 1968 graduate of Mayfield High School
and she will receive her Bachelor of Science degree in Business
Education from Murray State -University on June 6. She is a
member of Alpha Delta Pi social sorority where she has served
Mrs. Shirley Joyce announces as Member-at-large to the Executive Committee, Reporter and
the engagement and approach- Guard.
ing marriage of her daughter,
Mr. Wilson is a 19E18 graduate of Murray High School and
Shirley Ann Brandon, to Terry he is a senior Industrial Arts major at Murray State University
Purchased from our own mitt the greatest Dacron Double Knit buy of the season! These fine knits
Albritten, son of Eddie Albrit. He is a member of Sigma Nu social fraternity, where he has
are selling elsewhere at more than twice this low, low price! All full bolts, first quality In all
member
a
is
He
chairman.
ten of Louisville.
scholarship
and
secretary
as
perved
The wedding will take place of Scabbard and Blade, honorary R.O.T.C. fraternity. Upon gra.
the newest fashion colors. Chops.* from crept stitches, houcte stitches and diagonal stitches.
Monday, June 8, at five o'clock tatalut,
commissioned as a second lieutenant in the
•
in the afternoon at the DexterT Army of t e n etTtates, Reserve.
Church of Christ.
An August the eighth wedding is being planned.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 733-4947-

..
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Bridal Breakfast
Held At Holiday
For Miss Diuguid

1

HOUSE
HOLD
HINTS

liERSONALS

if-4,7137wife 47

ON SALE MONDAY, JUNE ist
OUR GREATEST DACRON KNIT BUY!

'5.99 yd.

August Wedding Planned

DACRON POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

4P

a

ONE HOUR SERVICE

Dry

SPECIAL-- -

OFFER
June 2nd & 3rd.

Offer Good Tuesday & Wednesday,

o
z
rn

LADIES & MEN

.09

$1

TWO PIECE

SUITS

0

* BOX STORAGE *
I

HOUR

illHMS

Till MOST IN DRY ClEANINO

•

COMPARE AT TWICE THIS LOW PRICE!!

* FIRST QUALITY, FULL BOLTS
* MACHINE WASHABLE, CRUSH PROOF
* NEWEST STITICHES & FASHION‘ COLORS
* SPECIALLY PURCHASED FROM
OUR OWN MILL
* NEVER BEFORE SUCH FINE QUALITY
AT THIS LOW PRICE
* SAVE UP TO $4.11 ON EVERY
YARD YOU BUYI
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Be there when the door opens Monday, June lot,
9:00 am, sharp for the Dacron Double Knit buy of
the season! Buy direct from our own mill at a msre
traction of regular price'

per 13. $2.95
Plus Cleaning & Pressing
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Ingold-Geurin Engagement

Miss Donna Carpenter Named As Senior
High Music Sweetheart At Murray High

Brandon-Albritten
Wedding Planned
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Fishing
Report

SHORT SHOTS
FROM Ill
Rushing Creek Opens This Week

KENTUCKY LAKE
WEEKLY

FISHING REPORTS

by GARY NANCE
(UPI)
Ky.
T,
FRA-NKFOft
SY
1!?t•eKENTUCICY
28 croppie were caught today
As you all know the ••menioThe State Department of Fish
oar-suivabiramt-tolorii.
in 25
Mart
and Wildlife Resources reports rial Day" holiday is coming up by Fred Ramsey (owner)
"..oririPP
about
IIIIM IMIN MN
on am on am
omp
Mame moi
by LIS SMITH
that variety fishing is at its this weekend and the weather Is to 35 feet deep water and
FRANKFORT, Ky. — There's success on an average of one out peak with good catches of black predicted to be great. The fish 50 feet from channel markers.
Welcome to the world of the-sneaky. If you enter ,you do so at
2to a
1
fishing galore right now and You of three trips throughout the and white bass, croppie and are biting real good now so all
These fish weighed 1/
your own risk and you are urged to stay alert at all times. No
s yKearentucky. That's true not only in
elylakyeoo
big
thela
tonn
e tn
't nhatvt.e baorgo
donnn
to
throughout Kentucky. you have to do is get out there real nice 2A4 pounder. Mr. Rambluegill
everything
at
take
We
pot-shots
one Is immune to our attacks.
More
but everywhere. The
The lake by lake rundown:
and get them. You don't have to sey was using medium size shinthat moves and often hit targets we didn't even 'aim' at. To play
titt rthigehtfishinginyouryouoLe
fintrledjus
teres
— Good white be a great fisherman to catch ers.
can
in
just not that easy to
j
Cumberland
in this league you only need a love for people, animals and good
foot and the fellow who says he bass by still fishing at night, fish, just an everyday normal
These was no report on catfish
natured fun. If you're wearing a chip on your shoulder remember
tpnre-_ casting and trolling in upper fellow. So if you plan to fish or blue gills.
trip
ry tr
backyard, so to speak.
tyontheevgeood
es s
ember
ateb
m
c
and
we are wearing the entire tree, therefore, let us all relax and
The farm ponds, rivers
Ken Lake Boat Dock;
sections; croppie good at 5 to this week I hope this article
mix a little fun with the seriousness and tragedy so prevalent tostreams,so plentiful in Kentucky, when he made big catches; or 10 feet in willow bushes, also in will assist you in your inching
Large mouth bass are fair.
day.
are prime targets right now for when he is exceedingly lucky upper part of lake. Black bass weekend.
They are being caught in the
Our best fun occurs when we bite the dust. Being out of circular
who Would be over a given period; or, as the fair to good and white bass fair
reports for bushes on top water plugs such
dock
fishermen
many
the
for
Now
lion we're not as easily hit as we're accustomed to and it's unfair
satisfied with a nice string ofPan- stwan goes, when he takes the at night in lower part of lake; this week.
as the hula popper and the devils
to snipe you if you don't fight back. Pour on the lead, ol friend,
fish or some scrapping smallmo- view that"allfishermen are liars rainbow fair below dam.
Cypress Springs Resort and horse. These tlas are in the size
and keep this hunt fair.
Barkley — Black bass, two to Boat Dock:
uth or largemouth bass or a buck- except you and me and I some2to 2 lbs. and an occar
1
range of 1/
MRS, DOROTHY PHILLIPS announces the arrival of four girls
"
three pounds, by casting and
etful of "newlights," commonly times wonder about you.
Hubert sionally a 4 pounder.
and
Massey
Gray
Hugh
and a lxiyi Get out of that one if you can. Remember I just put you
called crappie or crappie, in our • So now you're prepared to jigging artificial nIghtcrawlers; Barrow caught 18 large mouth
Crappie can be caught in
-- -—
on the spot- Never rescue you.
era, whichever spelling you de- come back empty.banded and not croppie fair; bluegill excellent bass last Saturday. They weighed feet of water on shiners aroentk
Lucky for us, were out of reach of ED PHILLIPS. This gentledam.
sire.
2to 5L/4 ., fishing in the the drop offs.
1
from 2/
r think it's a catastrophe.Just don't below
man is a good sportsman and a good sport. Haven't seen him in
Rough River Reservoir — stumps and bushes and off of
The major lakes areproducing feel ciisgraced because you'll surCatfish are biting real good on
the
and
fishbattle
many moons but I seem to recall losing every
good catches of white and black ely experience that empty feeling White bass good by jump
using hell- worms and night crawlers fishwere
They
points.
the
war, when attempting to out smart-aleck him. Thank you for the
ing and by night fishing in all benders and plastic worms.
has and a good many croppie.
ing cork and on bottom. These
sometime and the minimum trips
rose. Get out your best buck shot - we're bound to meet again.
Bluegill are plentiful , too, as srill soon be forgotten while max- sections; black bass good in
bushes and fish are being caught on the rocks
in
fair
is
Croppie
South Fork on surface lures,
weight
well as catfish.
ones will furnish the con- bluegill good in North Fork, around stumps using shiners. and will average out in
imumatdon.
Everyone agrees that hunting and fishing stories improve
The yellow who goes to one of ver,
gill doing well on flies. of 2 to 4 lbs.
Blue
bass
Black
articles
—
unused
Malin Reservoir
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Rushing Creek, one of the three
major family campgrounds in
Land Between the Lakes, will
npen Wednesday, May 27. 'This
popular camping center is located on the Kentucky-Tennessee
line just across the lake from
Blood River, one of the top crappie and bass fishing embayments on Kentucky Lake, The
other family campgrounds include Hillman Ferry, located on
the Pisgah Bay inlet of Kentucky
Lake about three miles south of
Barkley Canal, and Piney,also on
Kentucky Lake just a few miles
north of U. S. Highway 79 and the
Scott Fitzhugh Bridge. Hillman
Ferry opened April 10 and Piney
is open year-round. In additionio
the family campgrounds there are
20 lake access areas that offer
more limited camping facilities.
Organized groups are invited to
camp at Camp Energy, a group
camp located on Energy Lake
near the Conservation Education
Center.
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the big majority of businessmen PIA N UTS
with all the virtues she described. I, for one, have a wife who apparently react hotly to the prinand
is beautiful, intelligent, witty, loyal, devoted, industrious
ciple: further tightening of regcooperative, and I might add, I am not the easiest guy in the ulations,„"another turn of the
world to get along with.
screw"...00 the employer. The
have traveled extensively in Europe and the orient, so
bill would open up a whole new
_. area of compliance problems and
sauna speaking hem ignorance. Sian me, "Chuck."
COL. IU. S. A. F. RETIRED)
likely bring on new layers of
red tape and bureaucratic reguDEAR ABBY: I am not putting down oriental women, lations, many businessmen feel.
Many proprietors believe that
but bow come we never bear about oriental women going to
of Federal laws in the
any of the poverty-stricken areas of the world to be with the the thrust
field has been
labor-management
CURIOUS
men they love?
one - sided in the employee's
DEAR CURIOUS: I am sare some have. Bet how would favor for much too long, the Federation's researclicstaff conclu'about them?
we "bears
des from its continuous polls.
Many employers, especially
What's your problem'? You'll feel better if you get it oft
your ebest. WrKe I. ABBY. Rol 1,701, Los Angeles. Cal the smaller ones, occasionally
OH,
NOBODY'S
NO, I'VE
addressed find it necessary to ask an emWM. For a perssaal reply enclose stamped
as
hours,
his
adjust
to
ployee
SO
GOT
MORE
emveimpe.
GOT TOO
THAT
the work load demands. Working
ON HIS
HAVE
MUCH
MAN
late and taking compensatory

Readers support
oriental wives

Bath habit
got a boast

by Charles M. Schulz

ON MY
MIND

OTHER
FOLKS

MIND

HAS

By JONATHAN EDWARDS

1'

ip"J

having links with "leftist organizations," and of porarible
connections with underworld
figures, including gamblers.
Charges brought against fedc:al judges in the past. including
the one Supreme Court justice.
seven district court judges, and
one Commerce Court judge, embraced a variety of accusations.
They included drunkenness
and tyrannous conduct: being intemperate and arbitrary and
acting in an unjudicial manner;
tyrannous treatment of counsel
and arhfiiiiiry conduct: support
-- for Southern secession; falsifying expense accounts and use
of a private car belonging to a
railroad in receivership; using
an official position for private
gain and accepting loans from
litigants; favoritism in the appointment of receivers; and
bankruptcy irregularities and
Income tax evasion.

IMPEACHMENT raises special problems for (7c:ingress.
of the
the major one Is the
Probably
eight
difficulty the Senate faces in
lower
conducting a lengthy' trial and
courts, have been brought bestill finding time to carry out
fore the Senate for trial. Of
Justice W 0 Douglas
its regular functions. The trials
these, four were convicted and
removed frOm office, one re- ors.•' Convietion is limited to of Justice Chase and President
signed before he could be tried, removal and disqualifleation Johnson each lasted three
and three were acquitted. The from afire. although in Eng- months.
More recently, Congress has
last Senate trial of a federal land fines and imprisonment
.iesolved this problem some' Judge occurred in 1936. when may also be imposed.
In addition to the nine judges what by dropping charges when
Halsted L. Ritter was removed
brought before the Senate for :in official under fire resigned.
from office.
• • •
trial only two other federal although it refused to do no in
UNDER the Constitution, the offieials have been tried: Brest- 1676 when Belknap resigned. It
so in 1926 when Judge
House determines whether a dent Andrew Johnson. Who was dirk
tetkaal official idefinea as She acquitter! in 1666 hy one vote, fleorge W English resigned,
In 1946 the House J
Lary
president. vice president and and Secretary of War William
press
eivil officials, shall be im- W. Belknap. who was acquitted Committee refused t
• Charges against Judge Albert
peached. If it does. it presents In 1876
A special House Judiciary i W. Johnson. after the Pennsylthe charges to the Senate,
vania jurist resigned.' on the
which then it. as a Court of Com mit re.- panel is now investiImpeachnient. with a two-thirds going ,11.uai,A brought against grounds it would take up too
I.IM iv HoTise GM' Leader mulch -of the Senate's time
vote required for conviction
.'hen that body is engaged in
•H, Ford, \‘ho :retained
Inipeaehment can be for
Jurist of writing so ntinv issurs-iltal to the wel•Ireasen. bribery, and other
oi izines of fare of sher n itipn
ind Misitenwan- for I.,
high .r
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Critics of Supreme Court's Douglas
Face Uphill Battle Seeking Impeachment
Central Press Assoeuition
Correspondent
WASHINGTON -- Critics of
Supreme Courf Justice William
0. Douglas face an uphill battle
in their efforts to.tanstmels-und—
remove him front the high court,
f o r Congress
has generally
shown little
taste for such
action.
No Supreme
Court Justice
has been triid
on impeachment charges
since Associate Justice
Samuel Chase
wa:: acquitted
In 1605 after
being charged
hoseissi
,Choss.. wi t h unjudic I al conduct
ubd with being intemperate and
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Abbie '-1+1 Slats
THE INDIAN YOUNGSTERS BUILT
THEIR Thepees IN THE WOODS,AND
THEN IT STARTED RAINI!41' CATS AND
DOGS! WELL I HUNG 'ROUND LONG
ENOUGH T' SEE 'EM GET SOAKED
TO THE SKIN IN THEIR
LEAKY TENTS!

YOU THINK A NIGHT LIKE
THAT MIGHT CHANGE
THEIR MINDS, AUNT
ABBIE ?

T'AINT LIKELY, SLATS!
LEASTWAYS, NOT WITH THAT
N/AWATHA FELLER
LEADIN''EM ON'
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POR SALE

1908 BSA Motorcycle, Firebild
scrambler, 800 miles. Phone 7511.
3557 dieter 5:00 p. m.
1965 MOBILE home, 10' x 411,
one bedroom. James Gibson,
M-304
733-7940.
FOR SALE or rent: five room
house, closed in garage, on 207
Smith 15th. Street, two blocks
from campus. Will finance. Also•have a furnished apartment
for couple. Everything furnished, utilities and all. See or call
Ed Rickman, 753-5683. 31-30-C

Kew SOFA and

matching chair
sets, $100.00. New box spring
and mattress sets, $30.00. Glass
top tablets. Phone 753-3616.
TFC
25 NICE feeder pigs. Phone
M40-C
492-8626.
eight
E/TTENS,
SIAMESE
weeks old. Seal Point. Phone
.1-34
756-6762.

REGLSTERED Angus bull, ten
Omaha old. Phone 436-5618.
M-30-C
rCE MACHINE, 250 pound bed
see at Fenian & Hodge. Phew
11-30-C
753-4669.
PANASONIC solid stets portage
tape recorder. Two tape speeds.
AC-DC operated. Model No. RQ
1025. Acomeories; Dynamic microphone with remote control
Switch, microphone case and
head belt, radio cord B., 3 inch
reel and a magnetic ear phone.
Splicing tape and batteries.
Used we month, $40.00. Phone
733-3147 or 753-48'75 before
TFNC
9.1/0 p. m.

Us
5

•

AUTOS POI SALE

ROOF PROBLEMS: We have the S.
mower. Apply new roof with
JOIN OUR
ea Ftbreted Asphalt Al*
"'um for only S cents pet
ECONOMY DRIVE
square fore. Seals out rain. Insulates and reduces intestate
1968 Plymouth tour door
temperature by 15 degrees.
hardtop Fury SU. Air
Wears far years. Ask about spur
and power. Extra *tee,
eng 30 gallon drum prim all
e---e
$1995.00.
-Hughes Paint Store
June4114, 118I GALAXIE convertible
Red with white top,
ONE USED Frigidaire eiectric
power steering a n d
range( custom Imperial) double
brakes. One owner,
oven. One used Frigidaire frost
$2396.00.
1201
refrigerator-freezer.
proof
South 18th Street. ?hone 7531968 VOLKSWAGEN
Fast.
9260. Next to the Nerarene
back. Red, one owner,
Church.
local cae. Only $1695.00
330 YAMAHA motorcycle. 1800
J--.1-C
miles. Phone 753-1294.
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TV CAMEOS:Ed McMahon

4* Buy,SW,Thais
,filt"RentRAI
11 *Rom,TM

NO regret, the best yet; Blue
Lustre cleans carpets beautifully. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of
11-30-C
"The Wishing Weil".

1

THE LEDGER

1966 CHEVY U two door, It
cylinder, standard transmission. Low mileage,
$795.00.
1965 CHEVROLET V-8, au.
tornado
transmission,
burgandy with matching interior, $1095.00.
1967 FORD, four door V8
automatic. Special.
$1096.00.
1969 FALCON two door, one
owner. Low, low mileage, 11595.00.
1967 MUSTANG hardtop,
V-8 automatic trans/lie
sion. New car trade in.
Sharp, $1495.00.
1965 MUSTANG 2 Plus 2.
Power steering, V-8,
clean- OollY $1195.00.
1964 CHRYSI-E.R station wagon. One owner. Air said
power, $895.00.
1962 FORD Country Squire
9-passenger, air and
power. Low mileage
One owner. Red and
white, $895.00.
1965 CHEVROLET station
wagon, aix and power.
Clean, only $1095.00.
PARKER FORD INC,
Corner of 7th & Main
Phono 753-3273
1140-C

Entertainer Ed Is Still a Pitchman

By Mil NOMAD
NEW YORK - With cahn good humor, Ed
McMahon manages to handle one of the busiest
schedules in show business. The 6-foot, fourinch ex-Marine pilot not only does the NBC-TV
"Tonight Show" and intermittent series for
SERVICIS OFFERED
POE EMIT
NBC Radio's "Monitor"; he also acts as spokesTWO - BEDROOM mafwmithof HAY CUT, balled and put la
man for two national advertisers-a beer company and a rice company--and is president of
duplex evaetmeat. Phone 703 barn. Phone 753-8090,
June-SC
Unicorn Productions, a wide-ranging creative‘
TEC
INWS.
design company.
and
mowers
lawn
FILED,
SAWS
NICE FURNISHEI) air condiFor lack of time, Ed had to turn down a
tioned apartments for college small appliances repaired and
role on Broadway last season and offers from
girls. Call 7534108 oe 753411118 ,ard tools sharpened. 512 R Age
summer stock (which he has done in the past)
South 12th Street. Phone 733
But in June he will do an important part in Si
June-23C
3067.
new motion picture, "Lesson Number
AIME
apoleimii
ruwastursbeing produced by Monroe Sachon, for whose
private roam Walk).
he appeared in the prize-winning movie, "The
Simcox
Jack
By
TIPC
Call 7534108 or 75341118.
TV 4 STEREO SERVICE
Incident," in 1967, and his manager Bob Coe
has scheduled him for an even larger roleGE Factory Trained Man
FOUR-BEDROOM brick home.
LOUISVILLE, Ky,- A publish- that of an attorney--in another film to be shot
Genuine Parts
Paneled den. New furnace. Mee
most
the
Lug firm with perhaps
next November .
area. $135.00 per neon& lea
We also offer service on
advanced printing equipment in
Ed likes to keep working, and has the stamSharpe. Call 7534117 it 001All Other Brands
the U. S. was dedicated here to- ina for it. Part of the secret is his physical
247-6488.
Satletaction Guaranteed
fitness; the other part is an amazing ability to
day(5 20).
Donald E. Ragsdale, president relax instantly, anywhere and at any time. He
DUPLEX furnished apartment
of the Touchstone Publishing and takes five-minute naps, for instance, and
3ILBREY'S
Westwood Subdivn. libe SM.
Computer Typesetting Co., said awakens fully refreshed.
mar semester. Phone 7834908
• • •
Ms company would make Louisor 7594731.
Phone 753-507
center
McMahon was voted ,the
the
years,
Kentucky
and
several
ville
For
East Man
anHOUSE TRAILER, located in
Of its activities in the future. best announcer in the United States in,
Murray, Ky. H.nt
course,
Mobile Home Village. Phone
And those activities seem like nual poll of TV editors. But he is,
quick wit
7534895 or 7534482. 11-304
something we might expect in the much more than an announcer. iti
and ad lib ability make himyhisl stay with
fartoo
almost
but
next
century,
one
with
HOUSE
FURKUM310
Carson on the week night' variety videocast
FLOOR SANDING and finishbOCIPOOM, living room, kitchen ing, new and old floors, work fetched to expect any time soon. and a bulwark for guest hosts--On-the many ocat
installed
equipment
With
the
and carport. Phone MANG.
guaranteed, 23 years experience. the new Louisville plant, Touch- casions when Carson is on leave. On top of all Ed McMahon, a familiar facie from the NBC-TV
11[40C
salesmen
John Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky, stone will be able to take thetext that, he is one of the most convincing
"Tonight Show," not only inherited the "gift of
on the airways and consequently one of the
2,
Route
42088,
3764996
Phone
gab" but clovelopod it in a wide variety of tollbook transmitted most successful.
furnished
entire
an
of
BEDROOM
TWO
June-25-C
ing jobs before trying TV, radio and movies.
from a distant city by wire, for
The earnest and strongest influence in the
house, Panorama Shore-s. Pine
was
printundoubtedly
the
panelout
personality
for
turn
September
Ed's
of
and
shaping
number
example,
jobs provided McMahon with priceless
available
THIS
selling
CALL
paneling,
his father who, Ed says, "was self-educated, experience and he finally moved up to the elite
1, 1970. Phone 7534087 after ing, pointing or general repairs.' ed text here in three days.
11-30-P Free estimates 753-4884. J-4C 1 State, city and county officials always up on current events and well-read. He corps of pitchmen, those known as "gadget
5:00 p. m.
cronies, workers," masters of practical selling psycholand Chamber of Commerce dele- was also very glib and funny. With his
TWO BEDROOM furnished cin- Complete Small Engine Repair gates took part in the delegation, he was a great story-teller, and he said I in- ogy who demonstrate with dexterity the wonders of a vegetable slicer or similar utensil.
der block house. Available July GARDEN TILLERS, lawn mow- 1Kenneth F. Harper, Kentucky co- herited his gift of gab."
• • •
After a year and a half at Boston College,
1. Air conditioned. Pine Bluff ers, chain saws. Authorised
Ed joined the Marine Corps as an aviation
After gradion from college, Ed joined
Shores. Phone 753-5087 after Briggs Is Stratton Dealer. Auint°
aker.rma.
c
o
sct
in
Pubi
er fiPal
ilmp
n,was
rnmiss
11-30-P thorned Lawson Power Products tio
cadet. When he graduated from Fighter TrainWCAU, Philadelphia, and was phenomenally
5:00 p. m.
He called location of the Touch- ing at Pensacola, Fla., he was assigned to telich successful until recalled into active service dur-Dealer. Murray Supply Co.. 208
stone installation at Louisville at the school from which he had just graduated. ing the Korean War. He flew 85 combat misTWO BEDROOM air condition- East Main. Phone 753-3361.
ed trailer. Phone 753-4660.
II-1TC "Impressive testimony to Ken- In his spare time, he acted as M.C. at Camp sions and won six air medals. In 1954 he went
111-30-C
tucky% ideal environment for Shows and ran Bingo garnet at the Officers
to New York as announcer on Johnny Carson's
WILL KEEP children in my dr/dot:mete of technological in- Club. He met his wife, Alyce, there and did a "Who Do You Trust?" and in 1962 began workairtrailer,
TWO BEDROOM
home. Experienced. Phone 753 dustries," and cited the central very effective job of selling-in that case, him- ing "The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carconditioned, shady lot. Rent 9471.
J-2.0 location of the state, and Ken- self.
son."
489• • •
$50.00 per month. Phone
The McMations now have four children, rangflexible"
and
"broad
tucky's
11-30-C
3623.
to ing from 23 to 9 years of age. They have a
decided
he
1.1,
education
War
World
in
vocational
service
After
technical
NOTICE
home in Bronxville, New York, and a weekend
program as two of the reasons. finish his college work at Catholic University
FOUR ROOM furnished aparthome in Avalon, New Jersey, where Ed relaxes
outstanding
an
has
which
D.C.,
Ser&
Washington.
SALES
in
Located
ELECTROLUX
current
of
included.
study
recent
washer
ment,
"A
wife on his boat, the Serendipity II.
his
With
Department.
Drama
C.
and
Ky.,
Speech
Murray,
218,
Box
vice,
Available
indicates
Street.
trends
5th
311 North
Kentucky labor
The master salesman enjoys his success in
semester M. Sanders. Phone 382-2488 there has been a substantial inc- and first daughter, he went to Washington and
summer
through
dozen jobs at one time show business, but it obviously is not measured
a
half
juggle
to
learned
Kentucky.
Lynnville,
J-1-C
Phone 753-1203.
rease in insularm employment,"
In terns of the healthy six-figure income he
June-16-C Harper staid, "Many Kentucldans while going to school.
expressed as pride
During his first summer vacation, he worked has attained. Rather, it is
10' x 40' HOUSE TRAILER on
have found challenging opportuni- as a boardwalk pitchman selling fountain pen of accomplishment: "What I set out to do, I've
shady lot. All electric, air-con- BRENDA COLEMAN will be
the skilled and technolo- points at Atlantic City, N.J. "We gave the done -Marine pilot, marriage, college, TV."
ditioned. Phone 753-1203. J-1-C back at Judy's Beauty Shop be- ties in
his pride of
fountain pens away free," Ed recalls with a And, even more importantly, in
ginning Wednesday, May 27 gical industries."
says,
Touchstone also has facilities chuckle. -if people would buy the point. That family: "I'm wrapped up in my kids," he and
NICE TWO BEDROOM mobile She invites all her Mends and
of discipline
ix me, located 2% mileauth former patrons to cal her for at Lexington and at Indianapolis. summer, before going back to school, I sold "We try for .that rare mixtureon their own but
love, so they'll know they're
15.000 points."
of Murray off 641. Phone 753- an appointment. Located Bel
Those three years of after-school and summer have a bestor to come Mick to if limy stumble."
4645 after 4:00 p. tn.
Air Shopping Center. Phone
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
J-1-C 7534902.
J-1-C

HELP WANTED

Publisher
Has Space
machines

NICE FURNISHED apartment,
air conditioned, electric heat,
carpeted, completely furnished.
Big shady yard. Concrete driveway, outside entrance. 110 feet
from edge of campus. Water
and garbage pick-up paid by
landlord. Couples only. Phone
J-4-C
733-3805.

Season Pass
On Sale For Computer
Parks'Golf System To
Be Tested

which provided the Lunar Module descent engine which safely maneuvered the explosioncrippled Apollo 13 back to earth.
Goss explained that the $13
million computer system is neceesary in order to property manWANTED: Waitress. Apply in
the department's annual
age
two
55',
x
10'
TRAILER,
person at Tom's Pima Palms. HOUSE
of almost $500 minim,
budget
214
Ky,
T,
FR
Seaso
ANKFOR
conditioned.
air
J-1-C bedroom,
- window fats, also swore
0
17W
7
,
and its list of nearly 3000 proMurray. Phone 753passes are now available for
from
miles
416Phone
jars.
jects and 8000 pieces of equipid Ale canning
WANTED: Yard boy to work
J-11-C
Kentucky State Golf Courses. A
FRANKFORT, Ky. - HighTIMC at motel. References required. 7856 or 753-6231.
1269.
nual rates, good at all 15 stat way Commissioner Eugene GOOI ment.
The system will provide imTFC THREE-ROOM furnished apart474-2288.
park golf courses, are $125 has announced that a test of
[TS inexpensive to clean rege Phone
mediate answers to management at 801 Waldrop Drive. For
week.
year
or
$10
Per
neiv
computer
hnd upholstery with Blue idee
department's
his
questions. Questions typinformation call 753-3264. TFC
Golfclub rentals are $1,7 system will be conducted June ment
Ire. Rent electric shampooer
mac WANTED: Man to trim hedge
ed in English on terminals in
• I
exc
courses
with
a
at
per.
all
BOSS
day
BE YOUR OWN
• Big K.
and trees. Phone Mn.. Tucker
the various offices will be anREAL ESTATE POR SALE
good weekly income. For a small Barren River and Lake Cumber
The test for highway person- swered instantly on an adjact
II-30-P
, 10 I 55' MOUZ HOME witt 753-3230.
$10.00 DOWN mid $10.00 per investment of from eight to land where the fee for club us nel will involve data processing, ent screen.
9%' x 10%' extension. Three JOB POSITIONS open at Mur- month will buy a ierge wooded nine hundred dollars, you cae`r is $1 per day,
operations for six divisions
Information available from the
bedrooms, carpeting. Only $2, ray State University. Refriger- 100' x 200' lot at Keniana own and service ten (stamp)
Golf cart rental (where avail within the department. The first computer will include project
J-1-P
753-6637.
Phone
000,00.
ation repair man. Must be qual- Shores. All utilities including vending machines. This requires able) is 50 cents per 18 holes or six test files should be fully costs and schedule status and
ified in repair, installation and water available, lake access pri- two (2) to three (3) hours per less for pull type and $4.00 per operational by July 31.
identification of all employes.
14 FT. BOAT, 50 HP motor,
servicing refrigeration equip- vileges. Phone 4364320 for cone week. The possibilities of this 9 Wiles or less and $7.00 per 18 Under a 16-month contract
Past attempts to determine
*kis and aconnories. Phone 436al.
is
route
the
department
This
by
ment.
Two
appreninto
and
direcunlimited.
tered
Refrigeration
is
pieta information
J-1-C
holes for motorized carts,
the number of employes in the
'5551.
Transportasynew
computer
tices, two air-conditioning ap- tions.
the
established.
ready
Season passes may be pur- in March,
department has resulted in as
tion is necessary. If interested chased at any state park and the stem will eventually Include 15 many as three answers.
• 1HONDA 90, model CM 91. Must prentices; one roofer helper;
archinew,
almost
ar.AUTIYUL,
Excellent
Murray,
401,
write P. 0. Box
three night time janitors; one
be sold by June 4.
pass will be honored at any state ormation files.- . via the %Amber of emtect dilsigeed, custom built milt- Kentucky for intetwiser.
Work on theeeterillestiel Is ployes on the last payroll. Anocondition. Phone 762-2258 or delivery man. Any ar .11iss apark
golf
course.
woo&
large
two
with
lime
Wel
M-30-P
Inc., of ther was the number of employe
7624,143 between 3.00 and 9:00 bove positions at the Personnel eel lots la Sherwood Serest.
Parks with golf courses are: ing directed by TRW,
ashington, D. C., the firm
.14P Services, Administration Buildp.m.
Park,
John
State
James
Audubon
the
and
SMITH
B.
ALBERT
all.
feet
in
3800
square
ing, seconck floor, Murray State Over
will not nine bole; Kenlake State Park,
I1-30-C Carpeted living room, has en Ken-Bar Lakes Realty
University..
rLOW POINTS, disc coulters,
thedral beamed ceiling and huge be responsible for any promises, nine hole; Kentucky Darn Village
disc blades aid cultivator shwLars dining ell with oonunitments, or debts for any State Park, 18 bole; Lake Barkley
as at goal prices. Vinson Tracglam sliding doors onto 11 s one other than himself. J-2-C State Park, 18 hole;
11-1TC
Pennyrile Forest State Park,
Mood
tor Co., 753-4892.
10' redwood deck. Lovely kiten
en with extra cabinets, &mon LOSE WEIGHT safely with Des- nine tole; Lake Cumberland State
fluid
excess
MEN
and
A-Diet,
remove
YOUNG
kW AND USIO) dna rade
FOUR
nine hole; General Butler
sr, dish washer and attached
and Park,
!bed. Vinson' Trader CS.
breskfait room. Stone foyer, , with Fluidex. Only 980
State Park, nine hole; Carter
expandrapidly
in
train
to
Stubblefield
114TC
Phone 75114192.
panelled family room with glass $1.69 at Dale and
111-1TP Caves State Park, nine hole; Jening business. Excellent op- doors to stone patio. Tour can Drugs.
ny Wiley State Park, nine hole;
&POINT HITCH, 6 ft. heav7 portunity with above average
pined bedrooms and also tidies
Pine Mountain State Park, nine
duty rotary cutters with stump
week.
$125.00
salaa,
benefits.
can
be
fifth
which
bedroom.
hole;
Swum, big gear box and solid
BUT
TO
WANTED
Three eomplete tiled baths. InBarren River State Park, doe
tall wheel, $325.00. Also 4 ft.
BAKER A BAKER
side two car garage. Dry lower WANT TO BUY used 18,000 hole; General Burnside Island
nodes. New and used 1 and lip
EMPLOYMENT
level has very large finished BTU air conditioner. Phone 753- State Park, 18 hole; My Old Kese
row cultivators. Vinson's Tree17th 8. Broadway
game room with large fireplace. 6685 or 753-2985.
11-30-C tucky Home State Park, nine
tor Co. Phone 753-4882. WIC
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 247-1501
also utility room. Many other
TO
WANT
hole; and - Lincoln Homestead
Buy
movie
camera
J-1.0 extras such as cedar shake roof,
COLLECTORS ITEMS. Hs/wallas
p in, State Park, 18 hole.
Anderson windows and electron Phone 753_5813 after 6,00
Monkey Pod, hardwood tables
J-141
Phone 753-7720.
WANTED: experienced sales- Is air deener. Gas best sad
electric central air conditionpiece
and
clothing
for
lady
ESED Frigidaire refrigerator
Babies up to two years ol
Box 421 Mau ing. By transferred owner, 1St
and General Electric apartment goods dept. Write
tine ot the. most romMon age are in the hand-to-mouth
H-M-30-C
11-30-C 7488.
references.
Give
Ky.
ray,
sue stove. Call 753-4305 or 753mistakes in kitchen arrange- stage,. While their toys can't
J4C
HOUSE, nest lake. Cheap. In- ments, according to Mary Dale
6392.
WADTTp): expiate:seed grocery
be edible, they should be safe.
write Box luire at 414 South 8th Street, McGregor, University of Nebras- Avoid small toys which can be
interested
If
cashier.
and
camera
movie
SILPER 8
Murray.
11-30-P
giving age,
ka Extension housing specialist: swallowed, flammable objects,
anjector. Practically new. Also 32-X, Murray, Ky.,
J-1-C
etc.
putting a built-in range oven toys with smalkkemovable parts,
w Winchester automatic rifle references,
HELP WANTED
and cooktop side by side. There poisonous paint on any object,
veth scope. Phone 753-4524 after WANTED: Meat wrapper. Must
should be at least 12 inches of stuffed animals with glass or
1TNC
100 p. m.
be willing to work. Apply in
countertop between the iWO button eyes.
Market,
person to Owen's Food
RAPID PROMOTION
areas.
* * *
407 West Main.
see
Benefits
With
Good
SALM
POR
AUTOS
WANTED: Two men or young
For safety's sake, the Greater
Modern technology stiwks New York Safety Council says
for half day's work at Mile he high school grad
liN) JEEP, four wheel drive. men
the frozen 'food counter with toys from- boys eight icon of
Ledger and Times. Light clam
E xcellent salary.
la
Ise mileage, has two tops Call
1174C
unlimited numbers of new prod- age and older.ought to exclude
TFC up work.
75.9.7880.
BAKER
&
ucts. Food inspection then asBAKER
qualify' Need
CHEVROLET Impala con- WOMEN, can you
the consumer that the frosures
1
to assist in my busiEMPLOYMENT
bk. Power steering, brakes, somebody
y
Sen
daY,
five
a
hours
three
concition,
ness,
wheel, excellent
stP;v7ebtle,finumilihri:reixtleini)%lf;:lrisl"irfl:IH•1211: berry
t.lee a frozen block of cranper week.
17th li Brodaway
III
miles Phone 753-3717. days a week, $65.00
juice cocktail instrael 01
Mrs
call
intersiew
For personal
Ky. Phone 241-1501
•-*
"
1.11
'
-kvs
p•Lenc
is
i li:
nte punch bowl for fniii
411111,491 interstote
Dorm 753-8970 between 2:00 Mayfield,
care fu .
J1C
101 CHEVROLET pick up. and 400 p. in.
341P
PSwe 753-8776.
•
•
WANTED: Homeworkers, envelope addressers. Send sala4
dressed stamped envelope for
romplete details. Heafauvees
1474 N. Grand St. Wabash, lad.
June4P
68992.

TAKE UP PAYMENTS
On
1 TRACK HOME
TAPE PLAYER
and
SPEAKERS
$11.00 a Month at
L -tACWS MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center
Phone 753-7573

,
positions filled at the time ot
the Last monthly check. The
third was the number of active
folders in the pesreonnel office.
The new computer system will
be updated daily and will give
an accurate count instantly.
The same up-to-date information will be available on construction projects. In the past,,
management personnel have
been forced to rely on "the latest report." These reports may
be weeks old and the information even older.
Potato-corn cakes are a tw
in-one vegetable course, han
for camp cookery.
Combine 1/2 cup of" watei
1 egg, 1 (6-ounce) package po
to pancake mix and 1 cup
ereamoityle corn in a small mixing bawl; stir with- a fork until
well blended. Let batter stand
about 10 minutes. For each pancsise, drop a tablespowatof batter
on hot greased gridtlle or skillet.
Brown on both sides. Makes
about 18 cakes. •
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Once again, on Memorial Day, we pause to recall, with respect and much
pride, the selfless sacrifices of our brave and valiant departed heroes. Gallantly,
they marched forth, united as one in defense of freisdons. And with unflinching
courage and unyielding devotion to cause,they gave their lives so that our precious
and
heritage of liberty might .endure. Lest their deeds be forgotten or ignobled,
courtheir sacrifices be in vain, let as all now resolve to be equally steadfast and
dedicate
.,
c. ,1-_, agents in preserving that which has been so heroically achieved. Let us
Ourselves to ever cherish and uphold that priceless freedom, which is the legacy of
those whose memory we honor today.

World War 11

World War I
* Billy Ray Atkins
* Albert Bradford Armstrong
* John Brent Bedwell
* S. C. Byerly
* Thomas P. Crawford
* Codie Campbell
* Alvis Calhooti
* Parvin Cook
* Coy H. Darnell
* William H. Doran
* Lewis Chester-Dodds
* Ruble Leo Dunn
* Hugh Grey Erwin
* Ot-dest Houston Erwin
* Bailey Watson Dockery
* Kyle Brooks Ferguson
* William L. Edwards
* Randall Griffin
* Max R. Guthrie
* Henry Clay Garland
* James Max Grogan
* Rufus Griffin - •
* Earl V. Grogan
* Tommy Harris
* Eugene D. Filitchens
* Lilburn Van ,Huie
* Civlis C. Hurt
* Lloyd G. Hodges
* C. C. Hughe0
* Edward Hoer
* Albert V. Hitghes
* Cody Jones
* Herschell C. Johnson
* Royce E. joqes
* Orville Joseph Kuhn

* Robert Hart
* Henry Cunningham
* Carney Dunn
* Holland J. Cole
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Korean War
* Clarence Grogan
• * Bobby Joe Thornton
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Viet Nam War
* James Scarborough
* Billy L. Lauffer
* Gary Wilkinson
* Larry Hosford
* Diciiie G. Keeler
* Ronnie Colson
* Billy Wayne Reed
* Edwin F. Sholar

•

* Earl Knight
* Troy lye' Lewis
* James Talmadge Lovett
* Ellis Cartelle Lassiter
* Joe L. Lyles
* Lex Lilliard, Jr.
* Herman Maynard
* Tom Moffitt
* John Hugh Mason
* Guy McDaniel
* James F. McDougal
* Newbern McCullar
* Raymond McDaniel
* William Thomas McCage
* Gordon W. McCuiston
* Preston Norman
* James Orville Osbron
* James Knight Parker
* James Ralph Pate
* Daryl Parks
* Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
* Charlie T. Rowland
* Keith Ross
* Rufus G. Stubblefield
* Chester Emery Stafford
* W.L N. Simpson
* In 1%. Smith
* Hilton'Stafford
* David Ewing St. John
* James Hafford Smith
* Joseph Brown Wilson
* Vernon, Thompiion
* Leland W. Thompson
* Edward West
* Billie Ray Walston

* Milburn Ray Wrye

4(
(Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a cafteplefe list of Calloway County's war
dead. If any el our war dead are not listed here, obese COIl the Ledger and Timis and
their names will appear on the next Memorial Doty ssgwith the heroes listed here.)
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